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Synopsis

Book provides more than 275 photographed pieces. Provides comprehensive and accurate information on a wide range of tableware. Unique annotation system pinpoints and analyzes specific details. 158 pages.
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Customer Reviews

This book is organized well, easy to understand and nicely illustrated. Provides a picture time line of the evolution of tableware and eating customs. Very interesting and helpful to the novice in developing an understanding of manufacture, style and utilization of table ware Readers shoul have an increased ability to identify pieces as to their origin, era and use. Only short coming was the book did not provide illustrations of the manufacturers marks. The author talked about them but should have shown them as they can help with the identification of the piece.

The reader is taken on a tour through the ages from the 16th century to the Retro period. Each general period, representing changes in design, style and use, begins with a table setting demonstrating functionality. Feature articles focus on important changes or developments in each period. A new perspective and understanding is, indeed, imparted.

A must have reference book for antique dealers, collectors and appraisers. Descriptions and photos are extremely helpful in the difficult process of identification of china and silver.